The Peacemakers Day Planner 2011 makes the perfect gift for anyone interested in international relations, history, and world peace. Produced on high-quality, recycled paper with a protective cover and sturdy spiral bind, the day planner features quotes and wisdom from renowned peacemakers and literary figures as well as fascinating facts on key moments of peace and conflict resolution. It also includes 13 detachable full-color postcards of thought-provoking images and artwork on the theme of peace and diplomacy. At 6 1/2 x 8 1/2, the day planner is a fun, informative and practical way to track appointments with its 27 spacious, biweekly spreads. Major U.S. and international holidays (including holidays in Canada, the U.K. and New Zealand), religious holidays, moon phases, and seasons are indicated. Pages providing international dialing codes, world time differences, a table of weights and measures, and extra pages for notes make the planner a particularly useful resource. Created by the United States Institute of Peace (USIP), the 2011 day planner is a tribute to over twenty-five years of USIPs efforts to prevent, manage and end violent international conflicts and marks the 2011 opening of USIPs new headquarters on the northwest corner of the National Mall in Washington, D.C.
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